Top 10 Reasons K-12 Clients Select RESPONSEnet™

1. TACTICAL RESPONSE DATABASE
RESPONSEnet offers Risk Managers, District Safety Directors, First Responders and Facilities and Engineering Departments unprecedented access to the entire footprint of school operations and superb situational awareness during emergencies.

2. CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
RESPONSEnet continually integrates the latest in GIS, IP surveillance, enhanced oblique imagery, Voice, SMS and Email Notification, Streaming Video, Risk Assessment and Security technology.

3. WEB EMERGENCY PLAN MODULE
RESPONSEnet provides districts the ability to create, update, track and manage district and school based Emergency Response Plans. Large plans can be securely accessed and printed with quick action guides to ensure compliance.

4. OFFLINE READY AND EASY-TO-USE
RESPONSEnet is web-based with an Off-Line Mode (OLM) to cover all “connectivity” issues. Both options put users only three clicks away from a command decision. On laptops, desktops, tablets, MDT’s and mobile devices, with the OLM you always have quick, secure access to your data.

5. FULL MOBILE ACCESSIBILITY
A secure mobile interface as well as NOTIFIER, SVA and REPORTER modules are integrated. Clients are empowered to create and track incidents and service requests, send mass notifications to multiple groups, conduct threat & vulnerability assessments and manage their data 24/7 on their mobile device.

6. DHS SAFETY ACT CERTIFIED
RESPONSEnet is an “all hazards” SAFETY ACT CERTIFIED, Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technology (QATT) by the Department of Homeland Security. Rest assured that our technology, company and related solutions have been thoroughly tested and evaluated. Learn more at www.safetyact.gov.

7. TRACKS ASSESSMENTS, TRAINING, DRILLS, AND CERTIFICATIONS
RESPONSEnet coordinates, tracks and sends alerts for all training, drill and tabletop exercises. Customized certifications are issued and tracked. Generate custom reports and graphs from event metrics.

8. INTEGRATED INTEROPERABILITY
RESPONSEnet is currently deployed across the country with thousands of end users. It is NIMS compliant and is on the Department of Homeland Security AEL and SEL approved product lists.

9. SECURE & SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN
RESPONSEnet is simple to use, easy to maintain and learn. Clients can self-manage emergency response data, and securely distribute district facility information to critical personnel without delay or additional expense.

10. CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATION
Our E-Learning Academy delivers a district-specific preparedness curriculum to hundreds of participants with streaming video, live testing, certification, time tracking, feedback modules, and reporting.
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